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“You’re going to have a long master’s thesis if you have to go back 
and listen to this stuff again.”

— Participant, 8th-longest interview 

24 interviews 
(anonymous WiSAR specialists) 

31 hours 

444 pages 

204,266 words 
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Pfau 2013, 23

“Wilderness Search and Rescue: Sources and Uses of Geospatial Information”
Loren Pfau 2013
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Paper maps

GPS devices 

GIS software

Desktop mapping programs (without GIS analytics) 

Web maps

Mobile applications

Literature



“Current barriers to teams adopting full GIS were as a result of  
cost, complexity of the software and the lack of trained personnel.
 … its use may not be required on all missions, since the majority of missions (92%) 
were completed within 10 hours.” 

— Pfau 2013, 2
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Functional and Nonfunctional 
Requirements
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Technology

Paper maps
GPS devices 
GIS software
Desktop programs
Web maps
Mobile applications
General  
Other (specific)      
  map-related
  technology



Technology Statement type

Paper maps
GPS devices 
GIS software
Desktop programs
Web maps
Mobile applications
General  
Other (specific)      
  map-related
  technology

Current use
Limitation
Advantage
Suggestion



Technology Statement type Use context

Paper maps
GPS devices 
GIS software
Desktop programs
Web maps
Mobile applications
General  
Other (specific)      
  map-related
  technology

Current use
Limitation
Advantage
Suggestion

Reference use
Gathering situation inputs
Data analytics 
Producing map products
Map product use
   Same-place/same-time
   Different-place/same-time
   Same-place/different-time
   Different-place/different-time
Other specific use
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co
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Technology Statement type Use context Requirement

Paper maps
GPS devices 
GIS software
Desktop programs
Web maps
Mobile applications
General  
Other (specific)      
  map-related
  technology

Reference use
Gathering situation inputs
Data analytics 
Producing map products
Map product use
   Same-place/same-time
   Different-place/same-time
   Same-place/different-time
   Different-place/different-time
Other specific use

Geographic information
Visual representation
Cartographic interaction
GIS functions

Human resources
Cost
Institutional
Interoperability
Connectivity
Efficiency
Usability
Hardware
Other NFR

36 codes 
in 4 categories

Current use
Limitation
Advantage
Suggestion

G
eo

co
lla

b.





Paper Maps
 

“it’s never going to break or run out of batteries”

“we can always come back to that no matter what. It works.” 

“if something happens with a GPS that at least they have a fall back to the map”

“most reliable thing to send out with an actual team”

“in the event of a crash or some kind of system failure, we can immediately resort 

back to the paper world”

“from a redundancy standpoint if things go bad, we could still have the paper map 

and know where everyone is”

“They’re reliable, they’re portable, they don’t run out of electricity, they’re not 

subject to electronic failure.”





1552 coded 
statements





Results summary by technology



Paper Maps

 

Advantages: 

Human Resources 
 + familiarity and preference

Efficiency 
 + quick access

Usability 
 + easy to use and learn

Reliability 
 + no batteries
 + no electronic failure

Same-place/same-time 
 + easy annotation
 + large format
        + detail across a large area
         + space to gather around
 + user interacts at their own pace



Same-place/same-time geocollaboration: 

“where somebody's sitting behind the computer driving and doing all that, the 
people observing are at the mercy of what that person is doing. The paper 
map [allows] you to interact with the map at your own pace and not 
at somebody else's pace.” 

— Participant

Paper Maps



Paper Maps

Limitations: 

Geographic Information 
     - out of date
     - limited layers
     - static

Cartographic Interaction 
    - limited precision
     - not scalable
     - no interaction with the data

Interoperability 

Documentation 
     - single master 

copy may be lost



Paper Maps

 

Suggestions: 

Geographic Information 
 more information

more up-to-date
 more accurate or detailed

Visual Representation 
 include scale bar
 improve graticule



GPS devices

 

Advantages:

Hardware
 + durable
 + batteries easily replaced

Geographic Information
 + accurate

Gathering Situation Inputs
 + track logs 



GPS devices

 

Limitations: 

Hardware
 - small screen
 - poor display resolution

Human Resources
 - training
 - availability of someone 
   familiar with downloads

Cost

Interoperability
 - cables

Efficiency
 - downloads

Usability
 - difficult to enter info.



GPS devices

 

Suggestions: 

Interoperability 

Efficiency 
 wireless download
 automatic settings sync

Usability 
 user interface

Hardware 
 larger screen
 lighter weight
 longer battery life



GPS devices

 

Suggestions: 

“If I could have a wish list for one piece of software, 
it would be an application where you plug the GPS into the computer and 

you hit a button and GPS is automatically configured 
with all the information ... And that doesn’t exist right now. 

But every coordinate system, track log [setting], is identical on every GPS.” 

— Participant



GIS software

Advantages

Geographic Info.
 + greatest selection

Visual Representation 
 + control over representation
   and map elements

Data analytics 
+ query data by location
+ modeling
+spatial analysis

Gathering situation inputs 
 + nothing falls through 

the cracks
 +scalability 



GIS software

Limitations: 

Human Resources
 - requires investment to learn
 - reliance on expert users

Usability 
 - difficult to use

- complexity

Cost 



GIS software

Suggestions: 

Human Resources 
 awareness of GIS
 training
 availability of trained personnel

Interoperability 
 integration with simpler programs

Usability 



GIS software

you’ve got to demonstrate this stuff. You can talk about it all you 
want, but you’ve got to show folks who aren’t technically-oriented how 
it’s useful.
 

—Participant



Desktop programs

Advantages: 

Producing map products 
     + printing custom maps

Gathering situation inputs 
     + downloading tracklogs

Usability 

Familiarity



Desktop programs

Limitations: 

Efficiency
 - scalability

Cartographic Interaction
 - limited overlay, edit

Human Resources
 - perishable skill

Cost 

Geographic Information
 - limited to built-in base data



Desktop programs

Suggestions: 

Visual Representation 
 ICS symbology
 Map elements

Interoperability
 with GIS software 

Support few specialized tasks, pass data on to a GIS when needed



“have other machines set up with Garmin's BaseCamp [desktop program].

Then you want to put people over there, out of the way of a GIS operator, 
downloading the GPX files, naming them, collecting them.”

-- Participant

Desktop programs



Web maps

Advantages: 

Different-place Geocollab.  
+ simultaneous edit

Visual Representation  
+ oblique view

Usability 

Documentation 

Outreach
 + public interface 



Web maps

Limitations: 

Connectivity

Geographic Information 
 -lack of detail
 -incorrect features

Cartographic Interaction 
 - Limited edit and attributes
 -limited reproject

Visual Representation 
 - Limited detail at smaller scales

Human Resources 
 - expertise needed for data transfer

Cost 
- of commercial incident 
 management systems 



Web maps

Suggestions:

Interoperability 

Cartographic Interaction 

Usability
 Map printing templates

Visual Representation 
 ICS symbology

Geographic Information 
 Support file formats





Cutter 2003



Mobile apps

Advantages: 4/24 reported using mobile apps
in an official SAR capacity

Cost

Usability

Hardware 
     + high resolution screen
     + camera

Familiarity



Limitations: 

Connectivity

Hardware
 - durability
 - battery life

Geographic Information
 - position accuracy

Mobile apps

Not enough of a market in WISAR to
support custom app/device
development

Cost of boosting signal



Mobile apps

Suggestions: 

Interoperability
 wireless data transfer
 (email or Bluetooth)

Geographic Info.
 More base data included
 GIS-friendly format support

Support GIS file formats

Same-time geocollab.
 real-time data sync tracking

User-centered design for WiSAR 

Connectivity



General

Human Resources: 
technology is only as functional as your knowledge of it. 



“I’ve seen somebody put a post-it note on a computer screen because 
they didn’t know how to make the dot on the computer screen.”

--Participant 

General



“Anytime you get overloaded with technology, 

it’s as much of a barrier as not having enough technology.”

--Participant 

General



Overall
nonfunctional considerations 

outweigh mapping functionality

>



certain forms of technology serve specific tasks best

Overall



Human Resources

Geographic Information

Usability

Interoperability (between technology)

Overall



Bringing GIS specialists into WiSAR...

Discussion

“when push comes to shove, it’s really only somebody who has 
[GIS] in their background who has the confidence to do it in the 
middle of a mission.”

--Participant 



Bringing GIS specialists into WiSAR...

Discussion

“They’re not searchers and there’s just that piece that they’re missing… 
they just don’t get the concept of “‘we’ve got to get out there’” 

--Participant 



Which components of this research 
would be valuable in a publication? 

Discussion
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